
Controles de “Relays” 
The Contacts 
 Before extending to the various types of relays, i will first explain what and 
how the basic relay operates. Each relay has two mechanical parts inside. 
The first one is the contact(s) of the relay. The contacts operates similarly to 
the contacts of a simple switch or pushbutton. You should consider the 
contacts as a pair of metals like the following diagram: 
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The two terminals operates as a switch. When the contacts are 'in contact' then the 
current flows from Terminal 1 to Terminal 2. There are two types of contacts: the NO and 
the NC. NO stands for Normal Open contact, while NC stands for Normal Closed contact. 
The Normal Open is a contact like the one showed in the previous illustration. When the 
contact is still, then no current flows through it (because it is an OPEN circuit). On the 
other hand, a Normal Closed contact allows the current to flow when the contact is still. 
Bellow i illustrate both of these contacts: 
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You may notice that the NC contact is turned upside-down compared to the NO 
contact. This is done in purpose. This way, both contacts (NO and NC) will 
change state if a force is applied to the left metal heading from UP to DOWN. 
The following animation shows how a NO contact operates by lighting a light 
bulb: 
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As for the NC contacts, it works exactly opposite as the NO contacts. 
Look the following animation: 
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A combination of contacts 
 A relay may have a combination of the above contacts. Look at 
the following illustration 
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In this case, there is a 3rd terminal called "COMMON". The NO and NC contacts 
are referred to the COMMON terminal. Between the NC and the NO contact, 
there is no contact at any time! The following animation shows how this pair 
operates: 
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And WHO defines the NORMAL state?  
OK, we have the NORMAL open and NORMAL closed contact. But which state is considered 
as NORMAL? Going one step closer to the relay operation, we find the spring. This spring 
defines the NORMAL position of the COMMON contact. If you see the above 3 animations, 
you will notice that one time an F force is applied to the COMMON terminal, and the other 
time there is no force applied. Well, this is actually wrong. There is indeed another force 
that pulls the contact towards UP and this force is applied ALL the time. This force comes 
from the spring. Look the following image: 
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Now you can see who is pulling the COMMON terminal UP all the time. So the spring 
defines what is the NORMAL state, and thus defines which contact is the NORMAL 
OPEN and which the NORMAL CLOSED. In other words, the NORMAL state is defined as 
the state that there is NO other force applied to the COMMON terminal except the one 
from the spring. 
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The last part - WHO move the common contact of the relay?  
This is the last part of the relay operation. The device that forces the terminal to move, 
is actually an electromagnet! A coil is placed right under the contact. When current is 
flown through this coil, a magnetism is created. This magnetism can overcome the 
force of the spring and can pull the contact towards it, thus it changes it's position! And 
due to the fact that the contact is usually a small piece of metal not capable to be 
pulled by the electromagnet, another piece of metal is attached to the common. This 
piece of metal is so called "Armature". Following is (at last) the complete illustration of 
the basic relay: 
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Now, imagine that someone wants to control a 220Volts 1 K-Watt load with a command 
that comes from a 5 Volts battery. A load-Relay should be used for this application. The 
Coil of the relay is driven with the 5 Volts. The contacts from this relay (NO) will be 
connected in series with the power supply of the load. Thus, the load will only operate 
when the relay is actuated. Our friend bellow will turn on an electric oven bare-handed!!! 
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TYPES OF RELAYS 

http://pcbheaven.com/wikipages/images/howrelayswork_1268474512.jpg
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Omron's socketable relays offer flexability for your application and design. Whether you're 
working on panel construction, machine building or production line automation, Omron 
has a solution for you. 
Multiple pole configuration, from 1formA to 4formC 
Sockets that meet IEC Touch Safe Requirements, available 
Dependable long life (LY2 Relays offer 500,000 Operations typical at rated load) 
MY Relays capable of switching loads of 1mA @5VDC 
Many models have UL, CSA, and VDE approval 
LED, Push-To-Test, and Surge Suppression options available 
 
 

Plug-In and panel mount, good reliability, 
quick installation and removal 

Heavy Duty Relays, designed to switch 
power loads 

http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6P
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Power PCB Relays 
Ideal for switching 
loads from 3A to 
30A Resistive 

DC Power Relay DC 
Control in a Relay 

Solid State Relays Relays 
for long life, high isolation, 
or quick operating speed 

Automotive help power 
the added functionality 
built into utility and 
recreational vehicles 

http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6G
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6W
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6X
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SXSJ7
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6G
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6W
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SUP6X
http://www.components.omron.com/components/web/webfiles.nsf$FILES/techgroup.html?ID=CNEN-6SXSJ7
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